
NUMERATOR SHOPPER & PEOPLE INSIGHTS

Unlock growth with deeper market 
and shopper understanding.

Start the conversation today. hello@numerator.com

The Power of On-Demand People Groups

Gain Cross-Category Visibility

Complete View of the Shopper Journey

Deepen Shopper & Consumer Understanding
Leverage a single source for holistic insights

✓ Online and offline purchase details

✓ Trip types and trip circuit information

✓ Custom people groups

✓ 500+ psychographic attributes

✓ 300+ media consumption habits

Get Answers Fast
On-the-fly analysis for your business questions

✓ Data updated daily

✓ On-demand access

✓ Apply people groups to reports

✓ Instant surveys

Build Strong Retailer Relationships
Demonstrate your brand’s value  
and uncover opportunities 

✓ Total-store data access

✓ Omnichannel coverage

✓ Retailer leakage

✓ Share of Wallet by retailer

Retailers
40,000+

Brands
250,000+

Demos 
100+

Geo
250+
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NUMERATOR SHOPPER & PEOPLE INSIGHTS

Start the conversation today. hello@numerator.com

Future-proof your business with a modern consumer panel.

Insights at the speed of consumers.
Shopper and People Insights reports provide answers to critical business 
questions before your competition.

Every Type of Shopper
America’s largest, most  
representative purchase panel

Shopper Profile

Know where and when key people groups shop, 

the payment methods they use, and more to 

improve your segmentation and targeting.

Cross Purchase

Look at the overlap in buyers between two 

products. Expanded retail channel visibility 

enables cross shopping analysis for eCommerce 

and non-FMCG.

Leakage Tree

Identify where shoppers are buying your brand 

and which retailers are best at converting 

shoppers into category buyers.

Lapsed, Repeat

Create strategies to regain lapsed shoppers and 

target repeat/new shoppers by tracking shifts in 

brand purchases and retailer visits

Trip Circuits

Gain insight into how people shop across all the 

retailers they visit in a trip circuit.

Retailer Share of Wallet

Understand category share of shoppers across 

a product or category to inform competitive 

analysis and capture more sales.

And more...

Basket Affinity

Understand brands and products found together 

in the same basket. Find key complements to 

your brand or product.

Psychographics

Move beyond marketing to demographics with 

insight into the attitudes and opinions of consumers.

Holisitic Understanding
Purchase-triggered surveys link 
behaviors and attitudes 

Omnichannel Visibility
All retail channels: bodegas 
to Big Box to ecommerce

Fast Insights
On-demand access to purchase 
data, updated daily
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